Faculty feedback on the details of Special Considerations received between 1 April 2011 and 31 March 2012 (in particular those requests received for an adjustment of marks) – as at end April 2012

- FAHSS – Total 887 Special Consideration requests received; there was no breakdown to show the number of requests for an adjustment of marks; stated that “in 2011 less than 4 applications were declined each semester, adjustment to marks allocated in 2011 did not usually exceed 3% (with a maximum of 5%) of the total assessment.”

- Business – Total 462 Special Consideration requests received; 191 of these were for an adjustment of marks, and 35 received an adjustment of marks between 1 and 5 marks.

- Meddent – Total 291 finalised Special Consideration requests; all were approved; none was allocated an adjustment of marks.

- SIS replied to say they have no data as they have just begun teaching a new major and until now students were enrolled with other faculties and as such would apply for special considerations through them.
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